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PUBLISHERS WEEKLY BESTSELLER • The question isn't whether God
speaks. The question is what does He have to say to you? The New York Times
bestselling author of The Circle Maker teaches readers how to listen to God.
WINNER OF THE ECPA CHRISTIAN BOOK AWARD FOR CHRISTIAN LIVING
The voice that spoke the cosmos into existence is the same voice that parted the
Red Sea, and made the sun stand still in the midday sky. One day, this voice will
make all things new, but it’s also speaking to you now! That voice is God’s
voice, and what we’ve learned from Scripture is that He often speaks in a
whisper. Not to make it difficult to hear Him, but to draw us close. Many people
have a tough time believing God still speaks. Sure, in ancient times and in
mysterious ways, God spoke to His people, but is He still speaking now? Mark
Batterson certainly believes so. And he wants to introduce you to the seven love
languages of God; each of them unique and entirely divine. Some of them you
might suspect but others will surprise you. By learning to tune in to and decipher
each language, you’ll be able to hear His guidance in simple as well as lifealtering choices. God is actively speaking through: Scripture, Desires, Doors,
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Dreams, People, Promptings, and Pain. Batterson gives you the tools you need
to unlock each of these languages. God’s whisper can answer your most burning
questions, calm your deepest fears, and fulfill your loftiest dreams. Discover how
simple it is to hear God’s voice in every aspect of your life! He’s speaking, make
sure you know how to listen!
Maintains that the solution to the increasing economic pressure put upon the
resources of local churches can be combatted by training, empowering, and
inspiring volunteers, available due to the unprecedented spiritual openness in
today's society.
Religion.
A story of love, new beginnings and the power of taking another chance.
The Mantle that separates the kingdoms of Elsira and Lagrimar is about to fall.
And life will drastically change for both kingdoms. Born with a deadly magic she
cannot control, Kyara is forced to become an assassin. Known as the Poison
Flame in the kingdom of Lagrimar, she is notorious and lethal, but secretly seeks
freedom from both her untamed power and the blood spell that commands her.
She is tasked with capturing the legendary rebel called the Shadowfox, but
everything changes when she learns her target’s true identity. Darvyn ol-Tahlyro
may be the most powerful Earthsinger in generations, but guilt over those he
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couldn’t save tortures him daily. He isn’t sure he can trust the mysterious young
woman who claims to need his help, but when he discovers Kyara can unlock the
secrets of his past, he can’t stay away. Kyara and Darvyn grapple with betrayal,
old promises, and older prophecies—all while trying to stop a war. And when a
new threat emerges, they must beat the odds to save both kingdoms.
Does God speak to us today? Maybe He just whispers to our heart. This book
was written to encourage believers to know that God does whisper to our hearts
by the power of the Holy Spirit. “Be still and know that I am God,” is His
message. He prompts his whispers through nature, music, prayers, and
generations past—through witnessing, through the testimonies of other believers,
through the power of grace, through the word of God, through angels, through
mercy, through the journey of personal growth of faith at every age and through
the seasons of life. God whispers the truth of His love to humanity, but you need
to take time to rest. Set aside the time to quietly listen. He wants to bless and
draw close to all who would choose to believe. The author has been on a journey
with God that she prays will open other hearts to the power of God’s blessings
and His personal message. God has offered forgiveness and a purpose to all
those that would humbly surrender to Him in faith.
Kinara Kitari and her fiancé Alator both serve in the Guardian Forces of Alympia,
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each with different talents and levels of experience. When the unrelenting enemy
Javalar attacks, they join their comrades in battle, but the results are devastating
to both civilians and fighters. Suddenly Kinara is no longer a bride planning her
wedding but a warrior fighting for her place in the ranks. At the same time, in a
small rural town on the planet's poorest continent, the Khiings family is beginning
to plan a celebration for their oldest son's return from college. Then Kinara, an
old family friend, shows up on their doorstep and an unwise choice first puts her
life in jeopardy, and not long after makes her the custodian of Zaelek, the second
Khiings son, who is just beginning to find the source of his own power. As Zaelek
struggles to discover just who and what he is, events no longer allow for a
leisurely exploration of his progress but accelerate the process in ways he never
could have imagined as he is swept along by forces beyond his control. Everyone
has secrets here, and as life devolves into chaos, some are exposed while some
remain hidden and everyone must do what they can to survive.
A RICHARD & JUDY PICK SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER A GUARDIAN BOOK OF THE YEAR 'The best crime novel of the
decade' Steve Cavanagh 'Both terrifying and utterly heartbreaking' Mark
Billingham 'Superbly creepy . . . it might just break your heart a little, too' Heat 'A
dark, creepy, thriller with a huge amount of heart' Stuart MacBride 'Beautifully
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crafted, heart-rending and spine-tinglingly chilling' Sarah Pinborough 'Shades of
Thomas Harris and Stephen King but brilliant in its own right' C. J. Tudor
______________ If you leave a door half-open, soon you'll hear the whispers
spoken... Fifteen years ago, a serial killer known only as 'The Whisper Man'
wreaked havoc on the sleepy village of Featherbank. But with the killer behind
bars, the village is now a safe haven for Tom and his young son Jake to make a
fresh start. Until another boy goes missing. It feels like history is repeating itself.
Could the killer still be out there - and can Tom protect his son from becoming the
next victim? ___________ 'A true skin-crawler' Guardian 'This flawlessly plotted
thriller absolutely deserves to be shouted about' Sunday Mirror
‘I couldn't put it down, read it cover to cover in a day... A fabulous chilling thriller.’
NetGalley reviewer, ????? How well do you know the woman next door?
Easy-to-follow guide to two-way communication with God, who still speaks today,
whose voice can be heard and distinguished from Satan's, whose will can be known.
Ritual murders? Reliving death memories? Avoiding the advances of my overlyattentive coworker who doesn't realize he's been firmly friendzoned? That's just a
casual Friday when you're the Olympia Police Department's favorite consulting
psychometric medium. Yeah, that's me, Casper Colt, the supe who can talk to dead
people and see things when I touch stuff. Well, that all changes when four sexy agents
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from the Federal Supernatural Investigation Division are called in to assist with finding
the killer. As much as I'm used to staying unattached, save for my ghostly best friend,
there's something about them that calls to me. Mason- the hotheaded and heavilytatted alpha, Ryan- the sweet doctor whose orders can't be ignored, Flynn- the quiet
warlock with a shiver-inducing voice, and Knox- the flirty angel who smiles like the devil.
Can I get close to them and still keep my secrets?Most importantly, can we solve this
case before I become just a whisper of the past?Book 1 of the FSID Agents series.The
FSID Agents series is a five-book WhyChoose/Reverse Harem saga featuring MMFMM
meaning there is M/M content, and the female main character doesn't have to choose
between her love interests. Please note that this is a spin-off series, and it's highly
recommended to read books 1-3 of the Best Wishes series first due to spoilers.This
book contains references involving PTSD, murder, violence, and other themes that
some readers may find triggering
The first book in the exciting new Guardians of the Wild series. When a raven drops a
white feather at the doorstep on the day of your birth, it is a symbol of your destiny. You
are a Whisperer – a guardian of the wild. Many years have passed since the people of
Meridina last knew war, but a shadow has settled over the kingdom. When Alice and
her companion, Storm, sense a demonic presence in the forests, they send for help.
But they’re running out of time. With the entire balance of the natural world at stake,
will Alice and Storm have to face the demons alone? A dramatic and fast-paced new
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series, perfect for fans Michelle Paver, Gill Lewis and the Warrior series.
I already knew he was a psychopath. But now? He’s more dangerous than ever. And I
have less than twenty-four hours to stop him. After escaping Lengard and finding
sanctuary with the Remnants, Alyssa Scott is desperate to save those she left behind —
and the rest of the world — from the power-hungry scientist, Kendall Vanik. But secrets
and lies block her at every turn, and soon Lyss is questioning everything she has ever
believed. When long-lost memories begin to surface and the mysteries of her past
continue to grow, Lyss battles to retain her hard-won control. Allies become enemies
and enemies become allies, leaving her certain about only two things: when it comes to
Speakers, nothing is ever as it seems . . . and the only person she can trust is herself.
Thuli Madonsela achieved in seven years as Public Protector what few accomplish in a
lifetime; her legacy and contribution cannot be overstated. In her final days in office she
compiled the explosive State of Capture report and, two years before that, Secure in
Comfort, the report on President Jacob Zuma’s Nkandla residence. Praised and vilified
in equal measure, Madonsela frequently found herself on centre stage in the
increasingly fractious South African political scene. Yet, despite the intense media
scrutiny, Madonsela remains something of an enigma. Who is this soft-spoken woman
who stood up to state corruption? Where did she develop her views and resolve? In No
Longer Whispering to Power Thandeka Gqubule, journalist and one of the ‘SABC 8’
fired and rehired by the broadcaster, attempts to answer these questions, and others,
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by exploring aspects of Madonsela’s life: her childhood years and family, her
involvement in student politics, her time in prison, her contribution to the Constitution,
and her life in law.
Sloane, Ardie, Grace, and Rosalita have worked at Truviv, Inc. for years. The sudden
death of the CEO means their boss, Ames, will likely take over the entire company.
Ames has always been surrounded by whispers about how he treats women. Those
whispers have been ignored, swept under the rug, hidden away by those in charge. But
the world has changed, and the women are watching this promotion differently. This
time, when they find out Ames is making an inappropriate move on a colleague, they've
decided enough is enough. Sloane and her colleagues' decision to take a stand sets in
motion a catastrophic shift in the office. Lies will be uncovered. Secrets will be exposed.
And not everyone will survive.
'We need this message more than ever' Malala Yousafzai The right to: Spend your own
money. Go to school. Earn an income. Access contraceptives. Work outside the home.
Walk outside the home. Choose whom to marry. Get a loan. Start a business. Own
property. Divorce a husband. See a doctor. Drive a car. All of these rights are denied to
women in some parts of the world. A Sunday Times bestselling debut from Melinda
Gates, a timely and necessary call to action for women's empowerment. 'How can we
summon a moment of lift for human beings – and especially for women? Because when
you lift up women, you lift up humanity.' In this moving and compelling book, Melinda
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shares the stories of the inspiring people she’s met during her work and travels around
the world and the lessons she’s learned from them. As she writes in the introduction,
“That is why I had to write this book – to share the stories of people who have given
focus and urgency to my life. I want all of us to see ways we can lift women up where
we live.” Melinda’s unforgettable narrative is backed by startling data as she presents
the issues that most need our attention – from child marriage to lack of access to
contraceptives to gender inequity in the workplace. And, for the first time, she writes
about her personal life and the road to equality in her own marriage. Throughout, she
shows how there has never been more opportunity to change the world – and
ourselves. When we lift others up, they lift us up, too.
The Whisper Stone follows eight year old C.C., a lonely boy cast aside by an absent mother
and a busy father, through a summer on his grandfather's farm. Together, they share events
and experiences that grow and strengthen their relationship, and, like links in a chain, bind
them together. Through it all, the power and mystery of the Whisper Stone ebbs and flows, and
remembers.
Twins Mika and Ellie have an unusual talent: the ability to hear what others are thinking. Their
mission: keeping track of the thoughts of a tyrannical leader and his brainwashed child army.
That's when they begin to hear The Whisper ...
When the animals of the forest hear a whisper in the snow, they dig and find a teddy bear that
has obviously been lost right on the cusp of Christmas.
From the New York Times bestselling author who "excels at detailing the mystery and the
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chase" (Publishers Weekly) comes a tense thriller that combines action, danger, and passion.
Will he help prove her innocence…or lead a killer to her door? Courtney Glass has been in
trouble all her life, but nothing tops being an up-close witness to a brutal murder. Until she’s
accused of the crime. Every scrap of evidence points to her guilt, and only Courtney knows
what really happened. Now she must prove that she’s not a murderer…but is one of the killer’s
intended victims. As police investigators hammer her for answers, Courtney knows she has
two choices: run, or trust the brooding, sexy detective who’s made it clear she’s his prime
suspect. Will Hodges doesn’t need Special Forces training to know that, despite Courtney’s
killer looks and razor-sharp tongue, her tough-girl act hides a vulnerable woman with a deadly
secret. As the body count rises, Will realizes that a lethal enemy has Courtney in his
crosshairs. The killer is waiting, watching her every move—and he won’t stop until her fear has
grown from a whisper to a scream…
When Tami Urbanek began working with the public as a medium, she never envisioned how
her path would change. Moving beyond working with people's spirit guides, deceased children
began arriving to share their own shocking experiences. These children revealed the horrific
torture and government scientific experiments that ultimately led to their death. With a heavy
heart, Tami listened to their stories and helped them to feel loved and safe in order to cross
over to the other side. Tami, along with two other women, began traveling to different locations,
within the United States, to assist deceased children who were caught in a cycle of pain. Little
did they know they would eventually begin attracting the attention of extraterrestrials. It
became obvious the ETs were also invested in the experiments and they would attempt to
thwart the efforts of these three women. Silent Whispers will challenge readers' belief system
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and perhaps lead them to question the reality that surrounds them.
'I love you. I'm sorry for what I did to you. I'm going to write it all down, explain everything that
happened, why I broke your heart, and then I'm going to email it to you. I will be waiting for you
at 5 p.m. Friday by the windmill hole at the crazy golf at the Pier where we played once. If you
still want me then, when you're done reading this, come and get me. OK? Consider this the
most screwed up love letter ever.'So begins Nick Lake's brilliant tour de force romance which
introduces readers to Cassie, a New Jersey Shore teen who, over the course of one summer,
experiences the exhilarating highs of new love, the frightening free falls of personal demons
and family tragedy, and the bumps along the way to forgiveness, acceptance, and selfdiscovery. Told entirely through flashbacks, readers will savour every moment of Cassie's
relationship with a boardwalk boy and race to the last page to discover how it all ends.
God still speaks, is anyone listening? Join bestselling author and pastor Bill Hybels in this foursession video-based study where your group will learn to navigate life through whispers from
God. Through this dynamic teaching and group study, you will learn to practice hearing from
God, surrender to the voice of God, obey his promptings and become a more effective
kingdom-builder. This Participant’s Guide is designed to help facilitate group discussion and
further study alongside the Power of a Whisper DVD. For more information go to:
www.thewhisperwall.com.
Bill Hybels outlines the dynamics of listening for God's voice and obeying His leading.

A new vision flashed into Niclaus mind. He saw an army of bloodthirsty Norsemen
hunting down a man. Reaching the cliff top, the man jumped. The chase was on.
Niclaus has just one aim in life to win the Trial of Endurance to become the next leader
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of his village. The Trial is not without risks, and many have perished trying to complete
it. But little does he realise that Cado, leader and oracle of Newgrange, has very
different plans for him; plans that involve taking on the might of Hakon the Black, the
most feared Norse lord, and travelling far from everything he knows to defend the White
Cross Followers. Hakon's savagery knows no bounds; battle lines are forming; power
beyond imagining is at stake and at the heart of it all is Niclaus. Will he have the
strength to fulfil his destiny?
Twelve-year-old Alistair Cleary has washed up on shore. But where? It seems to be
Aquavania, the magical realm where children create entire worlds from their
imagination. There's something wrong, though. The creators have disappeared and the
worlds are falling apart. All Alistair wants is to find his friend Fiona Loomis and go
home. Easier said than done. Animals made of starlight, a megalomaniacal boy king,
and astronauts who peddle riddles are hard enough to outwit, but they're only the
beginning. To find Fiona, Alistair must travel from world to world. He must confront the
mistakes of his past. And he must face countless monsters, including the soul-stealing
stalker that some people call the Riverman, the merciless but misunderstood servant of
Aquavania who refers to himself as the Whisper.
The author of Holy Discontent shares the importance in recognizing God whispers and
challenges readers to be attentive in this process and to walk in obedience, knowing
without a doubt that God's whispers are always worth listening to.
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The Power of a WhisperHearing God, Having the Guts to RespondZondervan
In this updated and expanded edition of Dallas Willard's beloved book, you'll gain rich
spiritual insight into how to hear God's voice clearly and develop an intimate
partnership with him. Including new material from Willard's teaching at Renovaré and
reformatted for easier reading, this classic is still one of today's best spiritual resources.
Twins Mika and Ellie live in a future behind a wall, safe from the plague animals that
live beyond. Or so they've been told. When one of them disappears, and the other is
caught in a sinister game, they begin to discover that their world is built on lies ...
A coming-of-age tale that will make you laugh and cry, perfect for fans of Time
Travelling With a Hamster and The Goldfish Boy. Before she disappeared, Riley's
mama used to tell him stories about the Whispers, mysterious creatures with the power
to grant wishes. Riley wishes for lots of things. He wishes his secret crush Dylan liked
him back. He wishes the bumbling detective would stop asking awkward questions. But
most of all he wishes his mother would come home . . . Four months later, the police
are no closer to finding out the truth - and Riley decides to take matters into his own
hands. But do the Whispers really exist? And what is Riley willing to do to find out?
Nathan is being held captive and is in agony. His saving grace is the voice of an angel
who eases his pain and helps him regain enough strength to escape. When he does,
she leaves him with a void that he can barely stand. When he escapes and returns to
the KGI, he hears her again-now she needs him. Her name is Shae, and she's on the
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run with her sister. A government group wants to harness their abilities to heal. The KGI
wants to help- but can Nathan quiet his soulmate's doubts and convince her that they
are meant to face these dangers together?
In this Amazon Charts and Washington Post bestseller, a devastating secret is
revealed, and a family must finally come to terms with the past. Single mother Maisey
Addington has always fallen short of her own mother's expectations--never married, a
bit adrift, wasting her high IQ on dead-end jobs. The only thing Maisey's sure she's
gotten right is her relationship with her twelve-year-old daughter, Elle...until a phone call
blows apart the precarious balance of their lives. Maisey's mother is in a coma, and her
aging father faces charges of abuse and neglect. Back at her childhood home, Maisey
must make a heartrending life-or-death decision. Her confused father has destroyed
family records, including her mother's final wishes. Searching for answers, Maisey
uncovers one unspeakable secret after another when she stumbles upon a shattering
truth: a twin sister named Marley. Maisey's obsession with solving the mystery of her
sister forces her to examine her darkest memories and triggers a custody battle with
Elle's father. Will Maisey's love for her daughter be strong enough to break a cycle of
abuse and create a new beginning for them all?
For two and a half years, Subject 684 --- "Jane Doe" --- has been locked underground
in a secret government facility, enduring tests and torture. In that time, she hasn't
uttered a single word. Not even her real name. Jane chooses to remain silent rather
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than risk losing control over the power within her. She alone knows what havoc her
words can cause. Then the authorities put her in the care of the mysterious Landon
Ward, and Jane is surprised when he treats her like a person rather than a prisoner.
Ward's protective nature causes her resolve to crack in spite of her best efforts to
resist. Just as Jane begins to trust him, though, a freak accident reveals the dangerous
power she has concealed for years. It also reveals that the government has been
keeping secrets of its own. Now Jane's ability is at the heart of a sinister plot for
vengeance, and she has to decide whom she will trust ... and whom she will help. Wellknown throughout her native Australia, Lynette Noni creates compelling stories that
appeal to devoted fantasy fans and general-interest readers alike. This novel's
extended metaphor about finding --- and controlling --- one's voice and power will
resonate with teens attempting to do just that. The slow-simmering romance, richly
imagined world and unexpected plot twists will hook readers from the very first page.
“Without a hint of exaggeration,” says Bill Hybels, “the ability to discern divine direction
has saved me from a life of sure boredom and self-destruction. God’s well-timed words
have redirected my path, rescued me from temptation and re-energized me during
some of my deepest moments of despair.” In The Power of a Whisper, vision is cast for
what life can look like when God’s followers choose to hear from heaven as they
navigate life on earth. Whispers that arbitrate key decisions, nudges that rescue from
dark nights of the soul, promptings that spur on growth, urgings that come by way of
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another person, inspiration that opens once-glazed-over eyes to the terrible plight
people face in this world—through firsthand accounts spanning fifty-seven years of life,
more than thirty of which have been spent in the trenches of ministry, Hybels promotes
passion in Christ-followers' hearts for being wide open to hearing from God, and for
getting gutsier about doing exactly what he says to do. For more information go to:
www.thewhisperwall.com.
Desires and loyalties clash when a sensual assassin and an intriguing enemy agent
must fight together in this exciting debut by Ada Harper. For Olivia Shaw, the danger of
her assignments as a deadly Whisper agent is matched only by that of her hidden
status: Liv is one of the caricae, extremely rare women capable of bearing children and
therefore controlled by the Syndicate’s government. When her handler sends her into
the Quillian Empire, her mission is complicated by stumbling upon a kidnapping in
progress. Liv is drawn deep into political upheaval when her hostage is revealed to be
the infamous Red Wolf, Galen De Corvus, brother of the Quillian Empress. Worse yet,
he is an altus, more sensitive than most to the pheromones of caricae. If he realizes
what she is, he could expose her secret to either government and doom her to a life as
breeding stock. Quillian nobleman turned operative Galen never planned to involve
himself with a citizen of the cold, cruel Syn, but Olivia entices him more than she
should. As they work together to protect his royal sister from a violent coup, the
passionate bond between them proves to be more than mere biology. And Liv must
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decide if that bond is worth dropping her guard for both an enemy and an altus. This
book is approximately 122,000 words One-click with confidence. This title is part of the
Carina Press Romance Promise: all the romance you’re looking for with an HEA/HFN.
It’s a promise! Carina Press acknowledges the editorial services of Deborah Nemeth
Her magical book of stories is wordless until a whisper in the wind tells a little girl to
imagine a story for each page.
Honest, timely and completely thrilling' REESE WITHERSPOON 'Furious and
relevant... I loved it so much' CLARE MACKINTOSH ***THE INSTANT NEW YORK
TIMES BESTSELLER*** Don't miss Chandler Baker's utterly addictive new novel. THE
HUSBANDS is available to pre-order now _____________ 'Ms. Sandberg was right
about something. We had to lean in. It was the only way to hear the whispers...' Sloane,
Ardie, Grace and Rosalita have worked in the same legal office for years. The sudden
death of the firm's CEO means their boss, Ames, will likely take over the entire
company. Each of the women has a different relationship with Ames, who has always
been surrounded by whispers about how he treats women. Those whispers have been
ignored, swept under the rug, hidden away by those in charge. But the world has
changed, and the women are watching this latest promotion for Ames differently. This
time, they've decided enough is enough. Sloane and her colleagues' decision to take a
stand sets in motion something catastrophic and unstoppable: lies will be uncovered,
secrets will be exposed and not everyone will survive. All their lives - as women,
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colleagues, mothers, adversaries - will be changed for ever. _____________ 'Add
another great book to your beach bag! This story has a workplace murder mystery that
happens in today's #MeToo era. It's honest, timely and completely thrilling - I was so
surprised to find out who the murderer was!' REESE WITHERSPOON 'It's The Firm
meets 9 To 5. This is a juicy air-punch of a novel' ALEXANDRA HEMINSLEY, GRAZIA
'Slick, smart, fierce, it's Big Little Lies set against attorneys and recast in the light of
#MeToo. Relevant, resonant and rage inducing' SARAH VAUGHAN 'A barnstorming
modern novel' EVENING STANDARD MAGAZINE 'Smart, witty and scarily relateable...
this is going to get everyone talking' FABULOUS MAGAZINE 'Witty and timely will
make you cheer for sisterhood' LIV CONSTANTINE 'A timely and apposite #MeToo
novel, but also a clever thriller, which highlights the many ways in which women are
discriminated against in the workplace' SARA MANNING RED MAGAZINE 'A primal
roar of a novel. A fantastic read' RILEY SAGER 'A thriller for the #metoo era' LUCY
MANGAN, STYLIST
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